More time learning. Less time logging in.

Eliminating Barriers to Access
Single Sign-On Lessons Learned
From a Small District with a Big Voice
District Profile

- Andover Public Schools
- 20 minutes outside of Boston
- Located in Andover, MA
- Enrollment: 6,076 students over 10 schools
- Mix of Technology: Chromebooks 2-5, 1 to 1, BYOD at 6-12, iPads PreK – 1
- Teachers have MacBooks, switching to Windows
Initial Evaluation Criteria

BEFORE:
As digital resources expanded, students and teachers needed a central point of access. The district wanted to achieve the following:
1. Move away from the practice of bookmarking, for both security and efficiency reasons.
2. Create a catalog to showcase available resources rather than have users hunt them down.
3. Provide high schoolers with easy textbook access.
4. Provide all users with remote access.

POINTS TO CONSIDER:
• The district used Clever for Single Sign-On in the past, and were unsatisfied
• Received a word of mouth referral to look at ClassLink from fellow MA district
• Wanted a solution that was OneRoster® standards certified and ready to go.  
  More on IMS Global later.
• Selected ClassLink to be able to drive access from anywhere/any device, provide an intuitive and easy-to-use solution for all users, and add custom links to My Apps.
ClassLink
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OneClick to all your Files

Usage Analytics
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The most auth technologies available
Andover Public Schools
Apps connected with ClassLink

- AASL ALA
- Aesop
- Animoto
- AudioBoom
- AVID
- BaselineEdge
- Blabberize
- Blackboard Connect
- Blogger
- Book Creator
- Bookshare
- BrainPop
- BrainPop Jr
- Canva
- Code Studio
- CommonLit
- Copia
- Culture Gram
- Destiny Collection
- DIBELSnet
- Diigo
- Dreambox
- EasyBib
- eCybermission
- ED Your Friend in Learning
- Edublog
- EverFi
- ExplainEverything
- Follett Aspen
- Follett Destiny
- FOSSweb
- Front Row
- G-Suites
- Glogster
- goFormative
- Google Earth
- Grammarly
- Holt McDougal My HRW
- IXL
- Keyboarding Without Tears
- Khan Academy
- Learning A-Z
- Learning Ally
- LearnPlatforms
- Lexia
- Little Bird Tales
- My NG Connect
- MyLearningPlan
- Naviance
- Newsela
- NWEA
- Pearson Realize
- Pearson Success
- PebbleGo
- Piktochart
- Prezi
- Prodigy
- Raz-Kids
- Read Naturally
- ReadWorks
- ReplayNote
- Safari Montage
- Scholastic News
- screen-cast-o-matic
- ScreenChomp
- screenr
- SeeSaw (Free)
- ShowMe
- Sketchpad
- SMART
- Snap
- Socrative
- Storybird
- StudyIsland
- Symbaloo
- Think Central
- TrueFlix
- Turnitin
- VHS
- Voki
- WeVideo
- Wood Book Online
- YouCanBookMe
- YouTube EDU
Demonstration
ONE CLICK
All Your Files
ClassLink Analytics
Understand and share true usage metrics
Typical class roster reality...
ONE ROSTER™

☑ Open data standard (CSV files or REST API)
☑ Jointly developed in 2015
☑ Focused on class rosters
☑ Free

Includes support from

www.imsglobal.org
Streamline fast rostering to more publishers

Secure data stays at school

Standards widely-adopted, fully supported
Typical class roster reality...
ClassLink Roster Delivery
Long-Term Planning Goals for Technology and ClassLink

- OneRoster® standards requirement for all vendors before 2018/19
- Add link to staff pages for improved access
- Dive into the usage analytics, showing which resources are being used and by whom
- Continue PD & training (build on the trend showing increased usage)
Setup and Training*

- **Week 1**
  - **Kick-off Call** with Educational and Technical Teams... 1 hour
  - Inventory of Apps... ongoing
  - Technical Activation... 1 hour
  - Setup of Roster Server... varies

- **Week 3**
  - **Training & PD** Educational Implementation... 2 weeks

- **Week 5**

- **Week 7**
  - **Check-In Calls** Reach Higher... 30 min

- **Ongoing**

*Timeline may vary based on school size and complexity*
✓ **Schedule** a call to discuss your district needs

✓ **Review** pricing and what’s included

✓ **Arrange** a technical call
Thank you!
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